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1. ( ) TASKING: A post-session review of the data provided by Source 
during the previous session, (see reference above), indicated that Source had in 
fact acquired the general~facilities area of the actual target site. Perhaps due 
to the relatively large QI varied types of structures in the area Source had not 
specifically identified and described the actual target. This initial shortcoming 
may also be attributed, in part, to the undersigned, who like Source, is not 
knowledgeable of the actual target and may not have recognized Source's reporting 
on this facility before "moving" him to other structures. Still unaware of the 

~.\actual target the Interview~(was told that certain references, e.g., cylindrical\ 
·
1
\ objects "like poles.'' "a curved building" and "a tunnel" were probably accurate_ \ 

descriptions of key facilities at this site. To permit a better overview of 
·l the site, during this reported session Source was instructed to, "move back to the 
1

1same area as before where you observed an odd shaped building with a lighted 
-fenceline. Upon arrival you are to "cruise around" the area for a while to positively 
find the area of special interest." Prior to the session, Source reported that 
the previously reported references of wood chips/dirt mounds and hanging cables 
were causing him to have some "AOL" (pre-conceived impressionsl. of heavy construction 
which he needed to stai. Without confirming or denying the existence of construction 
at the site, the Inter~iewr stated only that this is in fact an AOL, valid or not, 
and that it will be given appropriate attention during the session. Source was 
provided the same encrypted coordinates as the previous session as per Extended 
Remote Viewing protocols. No other cueing or descriptive data except that 
quoted above was provided to the Source pertaining to this site. 

2. ( ) SESSION: Two inclemencies were made known to the Interviewer by 
Source; a nagging backache, (due to an old accident) and a slight stomach upset. 
Source's observed hyp~ogic state did not display any significant adverse 
manifestations which would indicate to the Interviewer that a proper Remote Viewing 
altered state of consciousness was not being maintatined. 
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3. ( ) SUMMARY: 

a. ( ) The following narrative, contained within quotation marks, 
is an abridged copy of Source's post-session written summary. This summary has 
been editorialized, (as indicated), by the undersigned for clarity, grammar and 
structure. The actual unabridged summary is maintained in the mission field dossier 
at this location along with any other material produced during this session, 
e.g., sketches, notes, etc. ((I am) moving on the (the) compound. Towards the 
right rear (of the compound), there are a series of structures which are tall ..• 
narrow and shaped like a (rectangle). Moving right to left from the (rectangular) 
structures there isa structure (resembling) an igloo which is underground but which 
has an opening in the side of a hill. Further back to the right is a large open 
multi-storied structure which appears only partially constructed. (I am) going 
further left (where I see) a pond of water that has something to do with power 
generation. Further left is an ugly building which is (described) in two images; 
(one functional the other ugly). The building is entirely functional (and) has 
a very secure or secured feeling. There are no windows and I did not see a door. 
Inside it is well lit and the air (has) an (artificial) or sterile (smell) like 
all the impurities were removed. (Inside) there is a quarter-moon shaped desk which 
controls the (entry). Inside (I see) a bank of (electronic) devices in the 
middle (of a room). One of (bhese) devices, a screen, is (used) to analyse waves. 
People here are technicians. (They are) very practical and very "slick." (They 
remind) me of (senior US civil s~vents) but they are much more practical and have 
a much more realistic picture of the world. They are accumulating a huge, stupendous 
data base (at this facility). Only with (such a large data base) can correct and 
proper decisions be made. Further left, (from this building) there are two 
very large metallic towers. There is also deep purple (colored)moving water 
nearby, with fingers of land (jutting out) into the water like fjords. I do 
not smell (salt water) so it is not the ocean. There is a feeling of vitality ' 
and growth at (this) site. Their (mission) which is (multi-purposed) has 
increased (and with this increase) they have more access to resources. They still 
however, encounter bureaur'cratic frustrations." 

b. ( ) D~ing the actual session,Source reported other data which 
may impact on the final assessment of this target. That data is listed below in 
raw unevaluated form: 

(1) ( ) The area within and surrounding the site is dry and 
sandy but the area appears to have been landscaped revealing a profundance of 
hearty green shrubs and trees. 

(2) ( ) Within the rectangular building there were several 
types of machines noted including the "device for analysing waves." These 
devices included: a machine "like a piano keyboard but not a keyboard; (perhaps 
a data input device i.e., typewriter, computer terminal etc.); and "a specialized 
chair, large and machanical" like the type one would expect to find at the 
controls of anAircraft or similar complicated item of technology. The 
chair had a row of foot pedals whose purpose could not be determined. The chair 
is capable tilting in virtually all directions at all angles. 

(3) ( )Ali.ong cylindrical object is seen within the fenced 
compound running parallel to the &bund. it is believed this tubular object, ( like 
a tunnel) is above ground and made of ribbed reinforced metal. Its purpose is 
unknown but it seems act as some sort of rdsnuit. 

4. ( ) OPS FEEDBACK: Source continues to report on related 
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target/mission. To facilitate better reporting by reducing confusion and 
preconceptions (AOL), Source will receive another totally unrelated mission prior 
to being re-targetted to this sitte. In the past this technique has proven to be 
successful in eliminating some psyhic confusion at a target site by permitting 
the mind to subconsciously "sort out" the various observations made at a target. 
Source was not told of this intended course of action nor if/or when any subsequent 
sessions pertaining to this specific target would be conducted. 
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